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Abstract

multiple classes of faults, and (possibly) provide a different
level of fault-tolerance to each class. To characterize such
systems, the notion of multitolerance was introduced in [1].
The importance of such multitolerant systems can be easily
observed from the fact that several methods for designing
multitolerant programs as well as several instances of multitolerant programs can be readily found (e.g., [1–4]) in the
literature.

We concentrate on automated synthesis of multitolerant programs, i.e., programs that tolerate multiple classes of faults
and provide a (possibly) different level of fault-tolerance to
each class. We consider three levels of fault-tolerance: (1)
failsafe, where in the presence of faults, the synthesized program guarantees safety, (2) nonmasking, where in the presence of faults, the synthesized program recovers to states from
where its safety and liveness are satisfied, and (3) masking
where in the presence of faults the synthesized program satisfies safety and recovers to states from where safety and liveness are satisfied.

In this paper, we focus on automated synthesis of multitolerant programs. Such automated synthesis has the advantage of
generating fault-tolerant programs that (i) are correct by construction, and (ii) tolerate multiple classes of faults. Since the
synthesized programs are correct by construction, there is no
need for their proof of correctness.

We focus on the automated synthesis of multitolerant programs in high atomicity where the program can read and
write all its variables in an atomic step. We show that if
one needs to add failsafe (respectively, nonmasking) faulttolerance to one class of faults and masking fault-tolerance
to another class of faults then such addition can be done in
polynomial time in the state space of the fault-intolerant program. However, if one needs to add failsafe fault-tolerance to
one class of faults and nonmasking fault-tolerance to another
class of faults then the resulting problem is NP-complete. We
find this result to be counterintuitive since adding failsafe and
nonmasking fault-tolerance to the same class of faults (which
is equivalent to adding masking fault-tolerance to that class
of faults) can be done in polynomial time, whereas adding
failsafe fault-tolerance to one class of faults and nonmasking
fault-tolerance to a different class of faults is NP-complete.

One of the problems in automated synthesis of multitolerant programs is the complexity of such synthesis. Specifically, there exist situations where satisfying a specific faulttolerance requirement for one class of faults conflicts with
providing a different level of fault-tolerance to another faultclass. Hence, it is necessary to identify situations where synthesis of multitolerant programs can be performed efficiently
and where heuristics need to be developed for adding multitolerance.
In our algorithms, we begin with a fault-intolerant program,
i.e., a program that ensures that its specification is satisfied in
the absence of faults although no guarantees are provided in
the presence of faults. Subsequently, we add fault-tolerance
to the given classes of faults while providing the required
level of fault-tolerance to each of those classes. We consider
three levels of fault-tolerance requirements, failsafe, nonmasking, and masking. Intuitively, in the presence of faults,
a failsafe fault-tolerant program ensures that the safety is satisfied. In the presence of faults, a nonmasking fault-tolerant
program recovers to states from where its safety and liveness
specification is satisfied. And, a masking program satisfies
both these properties (cf. Section 2 for precise definitions.)

Keywords: Fault-tolerance, Automatic addition of faulttolerance, Formal methods, Program synthesis,
Distributed programs

1 Introduction
Today’s systems are often subject to multiple classes of faults
and, hence, these systems need to provide appropriate level
of fault-tolerance to each fault-class. Often it is undesirable
or impractical to provide the same level of fault-tolerance to
each class of faults. Hence, these systems need to tolerate

Our algorithms are based on the algorithms in [5] where
Kulkarni and Arora have presented algorithms for adding a
single level of fault-tolerance to one class of faults. Specifically, in [5], the authors present sound and complete algorithms for adding failsafe, nonmasking, or masking faulttolerance in the high atomicity model where a process can
read and write all program variables in an atomic step. The
complexity of these algorithms is polynomial in the state
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space of the fault-intolerant program.
Contributions of the paper. We focus on automated synthesis of high atomicity multitolerant programs in a stepwise
fashion. The main results of the paper are as follows:
1. We present a sound and complete stepwise algorithm
for the case where we add nonmasking fault-tolerance
to one class of faults and masking fault-tolerance to another class of faults. The complexity of this algorithm
is polynomial in the state space of the fault-intolerant
program.
2. We present a sound and complete stepwise algorithm for
the case where we add failsafe fault-tolerance to one
class of faults and masking fault-tolerance to another
class of faults. The complexity of this algorithm is also
polynomial in the state space of the fault-intolerant program.
3. For the case where failsafe fault-tolerance is added to
one fault-class and nonmasking fault-tolerance is added
to another fault-class, we find a somewhat surprising result. We find that this problem is NP-complete. This result is surprising in that automating the addition of failsafe and nonmasking fault-tolerance to the same class
of faults can be performed in polynomial time. However, addition of failsafe fault-tolerance to one class of
faults and nonmasking fault-tolerance to a different class
of faults is NP-complete.
Organization of the paper. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present preliminary concepts where we recall the definitions of programs, specifications, faults and fault-tolerance. Then, in Section 3, we
present the formal definition of multitolerant programs and
the problem of synthesizing a multitolerant program from a
fault-intolerant program. Subsequently, in Section 4, we recall the relevant properties of algorithms in [5] that we use
in automated addition of multitolerance. In Section 5, we
present a sound and complete algorithm for the synthesis of
multitolerant programs that provide nonmasking-masking
multitolerance. Then, in Section 6, we present a sound and
complete algorithm for the synthesis of multitolerant programs that provide failsafe-masking multitolerance. In Section 7, we present the NP-completeness proof for the case
where failsafe-nonmasking multitolerance is added to faultintolerant programs. Finally, in Section 8, we make concluding remarks and discuss future work.

2 Preliminaries
In this section, we give formal definitions of programs, problem specifications, faults, and fault-tolerance. The programs
are specified in terms of their state space and their transitions.
The definition of specifications is adapted from Alpern and
Schneider [6]. The definition of faults and fault-tolerance is
adapted from Arora and Gouda [7] and Kulkarni [8].

predicate S is closed in the program p (respectively, δp ) iff
(∀s0 , s1 : (s0 , s1 ) ∈ δp : (s0 ∈ S ⇒ s1 ∈ S)). A sequence of
states, hs0 , s1 , ...i, is a computation of p iff the following
two conditions are satisfied: (1) ∀j : j > 0 : (sj−1 , sj ) ∈ δp ,
and (2) if hs0 , s1 , ...i is finite and terminates in state sl then
there does not exist state s such that (sl , s) ∈ δp . A sequence
of states, hs0 , s1 , ...i, is a computation prefix of p iff ∀j :
j > 0 : (sj−1 , sj ) ∈ δp , i.e., a computation prefix need not be
maximal.
The projection of program p on state predicate S, denoted as
p|S, is the program hSp , {(s0 , s1 ) : (s0 , s1 ) ∈ δp ∧ s0 , s1 ∈
S}i. In other words, p|S consists of transitions of p that start
in S and end in S. Given two programs, p = hSp , δp i and
p0 = hSp0 , δp0 i, we say p0 ⊆ p iff Sp0 = Sp and δp0 ⊆ δp .
Notation. When it is clear from context, we use p and δp
interchangeably. Also, we say that a state predicate S is true
in a state s iff s ∈ S.

2.2 Specification
A specification is a set of infinite sequences of states that is
suffix closed and fusion closed. Suffix closure of the set
means that if a state sequence σ is in that set then so are all
the suffixes of σ. Fusion closure of the set means that if
state sequences hα, s, γi and hβ, s, δi are in that set then so
are the state sequences hα, s, δi and hβ, s, γi, where α and β
are finite prefixes of state sequences, γ and δ are suffixes of
state sequences, and s is a program state.
Following Alpern and Schneider [6], we let the specification
consist of a safety specification and a liveness specification. For a suffix closed and fusion closed specification, the
safety specification can be specified as a set of bad transitions [8], that is, for program p, its safety specification is a
subset of {(s0 , s1 ) : s0 , s1 ∈ Sp }. Hence, we say a transition (s0 , s1 ) violates the safety of specification iff (s0 , s1 )
belongs to the set of bad transitions. The liveness specification is not required in our algorithm; the liveness specification satisfied by the fault-intolerant program is preserved in
the synthesized multitolerant program.
Given a program p, a state predicate S, and a specification
spec, we say that p satisfies spec from S iff (1) S is closed
in p, and (2) every computation of p that starts in a state where
S is true is in spec. If p satisfies spec from S and S 6= {}, we
say that S is an invariant of p for spec.
For a finite sequence (of states) α, we say that α =
hs0 , s1 , · · · , sj i maintains spec iff ∀(si , si+1 ) : 0 ≤ i ≤
j −1 : (si , si+1 ) does not violate spec. We say that p maintains (does not violate) spec from S iff (1) S is closed in p,
and (2) every computation prefix of p that starts in a state in
S maintains spec.
Notation. Whenever the specification is clear from the context, we will omit it; thus, S is an invariant of p abbreviates
S is an invariant of p for spec.

2.1 Program

2.3 Faults

A program p is specified by a finite state space, Sp , and a set
of transitions, δp , where δp is a subset of {(s0 , s1 ) | s0 , s1 ∈
Sp }. A state predicate of p is any subset of Sp . A state

The faults that a program is subject to are systematically
represented by transitions. A class of faults f for program
p = hSp , δp i is a subset of the set {(s0 , s1 ) : s0 , s1 ∈ Sp }.

We use p[]f to denote the transitions obtained by taking the
union of the transitions in p and the transitions in f . We say
that a state predicate T is an f -span (read as fault-span) of
p from S iff the following two conditions are satisfied: (1)
S ⇒ T , and (2) T is closed in p[]f . Observe that for all
computations of p that start at states where S is true, T is a
boundary in the state space of p up to which (but not beyond
which) the state of p may be perturbed by the occurrence of
the transitions in f .
Just as we defined the computation of p, we say that a sequence of states, hs0 , s1 , ...i, is a computation of p in the
presence of f iff the following three conditions are satisfied: (1) ∀j : j > 0 : (sj−1 , sj ) ∈ (δp ∪ f ), (2) if hs0 , s1 , ...i is
finite and terminates in state sl then there does not exist state
s such that (sl , s) ∈ δp , and (3) ∃n : n ≥ 0 : (∀j : j > n :
(sj−1 , sj ) ∈ δp ).

2.4 Fault-Tolerance
We now define what it means for a program to be failsafe/nonmasking/masking fault-tolerant. We say that p is failsafe f -tolerant (read as fault-tolerant) from S for spec iff
the following conditions hold: (1) p satisfies spec from S,
and (2) there exists T such that T is an f -span of p from S,
and p[]f maintains spec from T .
Since a nonmasking fault-tolerant program need not satisfy
safety in the presence of faults, p is nonmasking f -tolerant
from S for spec iff the following conditions hold: (1) p satisfies spec from S, and (2) there exists T such that T is an
f -span of p from S, and every computation of p[]f that starts
from a state in T contains a state of S.
A program p is masking f -tolerant from S for spec iff the
following conditions hold: (1) p satisfies spec from S, and
(2) there exists T such that T is an f -span of p from S, p[]f
maintains spec from T , and every computation of p[]f that
starts from a state in T contains a state of S.
Notation. Whenever the program p is clear from the context,
we will omit it; thus, “S is an invariant” abbreviates “S is
an invariant of p”. Also, whenever the specification spec and
the invariant S are clear from the context, we omit them; thus,
“f -tolerant” abbreviates “f -tolerant from S for spec ”.

3 Problem Statement

multiple fault-classes. One possibility is to provide no guarantees when f 1 and f 2 occur in the same computation. With
such a definition of multitolerance, the program would provide fault-tolerance if faults from f 1 occur or if faults form
f 2 occur. However, no guarantees will be provided if both
faults occur simultaneously.
Another possibility is to require that the fault-tolerance provided for the case where f 1 and f 2 occur simultaneously
should be equal to the minimum level of fault-tolerance provided when either f 1 occurs or f 2 occurs. For example,
if masking fault-tolerance is provided to f 1 and failsafe
fault-tolerance is provided to f 2 then failsafe fault-tolerance
should be provided for the case where f 1 and f 2 occur simultaneously. In our definition, we follow the latter approach. The following table illustrates the minimum level of
fault-tolerance provided for different combinations of levels
of fault-tolerance provided to individual classes of faults.
Fault-Tolerance
Failsafe
Nonmasking
Masking

Failsafe
Failsafe
No-Tolerance
Failsafe

Nonmasking
No-Tolerance
Nonmasking
Nonmasking

Masking
Failsafe
Nonmasking
Masking

In a special case, consider the situation where failsafe faulttolerance is provided to both f 1 and f 2. From the above
description, failsafe fault-tolerance should be provided for
the fault class f 1 ∪ f 2. By taking the union of all the
fault-classes for which failsafe fault-tolerance is provided,
we get one fault-class, say ff ailsaf e , for which failsafe faulttolerance needs to be added. Likewise, we obtain the faultclass fnonmasking (respectively, fmasking ) for which nonmasking (respectively, masking) fault-tolerance is provided.
Now, given (the transitions of) a fault-intolerant program, p,
its invariant, S, its specification, spec, and a set of distinct
classes of faults ff ailsaf e , fnonmasking , and fmasking , we
define what it means for a synthesized program p0 , with invariant S 0 , to be multitolerant by considering how p0 behaves
when (i) no faults occur; (ii) only one class of faults happens,
and (iii) multiple classes of faults happen.
Definition.
Program p0 is multitolerant to
ff ailsaf e , fnonmasking , and fmasking from S 0 for spec iff (if
and only if) the following conditions hold:

In this section, we formally define the problem of synthesizing multitolerant programs from their fault-intolerant versions. Before defining the synthesis problem, we present our
definition of multitolerance; i.e., we identify what it means
for a program to be multitolerant in the presence of multiple
classes of faults.

1. p0 satisfies spec from S 0 in the absence of faults.
2. p0 is masking fmasking -tolerant from S 0 for spec.
3. p0 is failsafe (ff ailsaf e ∪ fmasking )-tolerant from S 0 for
spec.
4. p0 is nonmasking (fnonmasking ∪ fmasking )-tolerant
from S 0 for spec.

As
mentioned
in
Section
2.4,
a
failsafe/nonmasking/masking
fault-tolerant
program
guarantees to provide a desired level of fault-tolerance
(i.e., failsafe/nonmasking/masking) in the presence of a
specific class of faults. Now, we consider the case where
faults from multiple fault-classes, say f 1 and f 2, occur in a
given program computation.

Remark.
Since every program is failsafe/nonmasking/masking fault-tolerant to a class of
faults whose set of transitions is empty, the above definition
generalizes the cases where one of the classes of faults is not
specified (e.g., fmasking = {}).

There exist several possible choices in deciding the level of
fault-tolerance that should be provided in the presence of

Now, using the definition of multitolerant programs, we identify the requirements of the problem of synthesizing a multitolerant program, p0 , from its fault-intolerant version, p. The
problem statement is motivated by the goal of simply adding

multitolerance and introducing no new behaviors in the absence of faults. This problem statement is the natural extension to the problem statement in [5] where fault-tolerance is
added to a single class of faults.
Since we require p0 to behave similar to p in the absence of
faults, we stipulate the following conditions: First, we require
S 0 to be a subset of S (i.e., S 0 ⊆ S). Otherwise, if there exists
a state s ∈ S 0 where s ∈
/ S then, in the absence of faults, p0
can reach s and perform new computations that do not belong
to p. Thus, p0 will include new ways of satisfying spec from s
in the absence of faults. Second, we require (p0 |S 0 ) ⊆ (p|S 0 ).
If p0 |S 0 includes a transition that does not belong to p|S 0 then
p0 can include new ways for satisfying spec in the absence
of faults. Thus, the problem of multitolerance synthesis is as
follows:
The Synthesis Problem
Given p, S, spec, ff ailsaf e , fnonmasking , and fmasking
Identify p0 and S 0 such that
S 0 ⊆ S,
p0 |S 0 ⊆ p|S 0 , and
p0 is multitolerant to ff ailsaf e , fnonmasking , and
fmasking from S 0 for spec.
We state the corresponding decision problem as follows:
The Decision Problem
Given p, S, spec, ff ailsaf e , fnonmasking , and fmasking :
Does there exist a program p0 , with its invariant S 0
that satisfies the requirements of
the synthesis problem?

fault-tolerant program p00 , with invariant S 00 that satisfies the
above requirements for adding fault-tolerance then S 00 ⊆ S 0 .
Also, if no sequence of fault transitions can violate the safety
of specification from any state inside S then Add Failsafe
will not change the invariant of the fault-intolerant program.
Hence, we make the following observations:
Observation 4.1. Let the input for Add Failsafe be p, S,
spec and f . Let the output of Add Failsafe be fault-tolerant
program p0 and invariant S 0 . If any program p00 with invariant
S 00 satisfies (i) S 00 ⊆ S; (ii) p00 |S 00 ⊆ p|S 00 , and (iii) p00 is
failsafe f -tolerant from S 0 for spec then S 00 ⊆ S 0 .
Observation 4.2. Let the input for Add Failsafe be p, S,
spec and f . Let the output of Add Failsafe be fault-tolerant
program p0 and invariant S 0 . Unless there exists states in S
from where a sequence of f transitions alone violates safety,
S 0 = S.
Likewise, the f -span of the masking f -tolerant program, say
T 0 , synthesized by the algorithm Add Masking is the largest
possible f -span. Thus, we make the following observation:
Observation 4.3. Let the input for Add Masking be p, S,
spec and f . Let the output of Add Masking be fault-tolerant
program p0 , invariant S 0 , and fault-span T 0 . If any program
p00 with invariant S 00 satisfies (i) S 00 ⊆ S; (ii) p00 |S 00 ⊆ p|S 00 ,
(iii) p00 is masking f -tolerant from S 0 for spec, and (iv) T 00 is
the fault-span used for verifying the masking fault-tolerance
of p00 then S 00 ⊆ S 0 and T 00 ⊆ T 0 .
The algorithm Add Nonmasking only adds recovery transitions from states outside the invariant S to S. Thus, we make
the following observations:
Observation 4.4. Add Nonmasking does not add or remove

4 Addition of Fault-Tolerance To One Fault- any state of S.
Observation 4.5. Add Nonmasking does not add or remove
Class
In the synthesis of multitolerant programs, we reuse
Add Nonmasking,
and
algorithms Add Failsafe,
Add Masking, presented by Kulkarni and Arora [5]. These
algorithms respectively add failsafe/nonmasking/masking
fault-tolerance to a single class of faults. Hence, we recall the
relevant properties of these algorithms in this section. While
we reiterate these algorithms in the Appendix A, we note
that the description of the algorithms presented in this paper
and their proofs depend only on the properties mentioned
in this section and not on the actual implementation of the
algorithms in [5].
The above-mentioned algorithms take a program p, its invariant S, its specification spec, a class of faults f , and synthesize
an f -tolerant program p0 (if any) with the invariant S 0 . The
synthesized program p0 and its invariant S 0 satisfy the following requirements: (i) S 0 ⊆ S; (ii) p0 |S 0 ⊆ p|S 0 , and (iii) p0 is
failsafe (respectively, nonmasking or masking) f -tolerant
from S 0 for spec.
The invariant S 0 , calculated by Add Failsafe (respectively,
Add Masking), has the property of being the largest such
possible invariant for any failsafe (respectively, masking)
program obtained by adding fault-tolerance to the given faultintolerant program. In other words, if there exists a failsafe

any transition of p|S.

Based on the Observations 4.1- 4.5, Kulkarni and Arora [5]
show that the algorithms Add Failsafe, Add Nonmasking,
and Add Masking are sound and complete, i.e., the output
of these algorithms satisfy the requirements for adding faulttolerance to a single class of faults and these algorithms can
find a fault-tolerant program if one exists.
Theorem
4.5.
The
algorithms
Add Failsafe,
Add Nonmasking, and Add Masking are sound and
complete [5].

5

Nonmasking-Masking Multitolerance

In this section, we present an algorithm for stepwise synthesis of multitolerant programs that are subject to two classes of
faults fnonmasking and fmasking for which respectively nonmasking and masking fault-tolerance is required. We also
show that our synthesis algorithm is sound and complete.
Given a program p, with its invariant S, its specification spec,
our goal is to synthesize a program p0 , with invariant S 0 that is
multitolerant to fnonmasking and fmasking . By definition, p0
must be masking fmasking -tolerant. In the presence of both
fnonmasking and fmasking (i.e., fnonmasking ∪ fmasking ), p0
must provide nonmasking fault-tolerance.

We proceed as follows: Using the algorithm Add Masking,
we synthesize a masking fmasking -tolerant program p1 , with
invariant S 0 , and fault-span Tmasking . Now, since program
p1 is masking fmasking -tolerant, it provides safe recovery to
its invariant, S 0 , from every state in (Tmasking −S 0 ). Thus,
in the presence of fnonmasking ∪ fmasking , if p1 is perturbed
to (Tmasking − S 0 ) then p1 will satisfy the requirements of
nonmasking fault-tolerance (i.e., recovery to S 0 ). However,
if fnonmasking ∪ fmasking transitions perturb p1 to states
s, where s ∈
/ Tmasking , then recovery must be added from
those states. Based on the Observations 4.4 and 4.5, it suffices to add recovery to Tmasking as provided recovery by
p1 from Tmasking to S 0 can be reused even after adding
nonmasking fault-tolerance. Thus, the synthesis algorithm
Add Nonmasking Masking is as shown in Figure 1.
Add Nonmasking Masking(p: transitions, fnonmasking , fmasking : fault,
S: state predicate, spec: safety specification)
{
p1 , S 0 , Tmasking := Add M asking(p, fmasking , S, spec);
if (S 0 = {})
declare no multitolerant program p 0 exists;
return ∅, ∅;
p0 , T 0 := Add N onmasking(p1 , fnonmasking ∪ fmasking , Tmasking , spec);
return p0 , S 0 ;
}

Figure 1. Synthesizing nonmasking-masking multitoler-

ance.

Now, in Theorem 5.1, we show the soundness of
Add Nonmasking Masking, i.e., we show that the output of Add Nonmasking Masking satisfies the requirements of the problem statement in Section 3. Subsequently, in Theorem 5.2, we show the completeness of
Add Nonmasking Masking, i.e., we show that if a multitolerant program can be designed for the given fault-intolerant
program then Add Nonmasking Masking will not declare
failure.
Theorem 5.1. The algorithm Add Nonmasking Masking is
sound.
Proof. Based on the soundness of Add Masking (cf. Theorem 4.5), S 0 ⊆ S.
Also, using the soundness of Add Masking, we have
p1 |S 0 ⊆ p|S 0 . In addition, based on the Observation 4.5,
we have p1 |S 0 = p0 |S 0 . As a result, we have p0 |S 0 ⊆ p|S 0 .
Now, we show that p0 is multitolerant to fnonmasking and
fmasking from S 0 for spec:
1. Absence of faults.
From the soundness of
Add Masking, it follows that p1 satisfies spec from S 0
in the absence of faults. Since Add Nonmasking does
not add to (respectively, remove from) any transitions of
p1 |S 0 (cf. Observation 4.5), it follows that p0 satisfies
spec from S 0 .
2. Masking fmasking -tolerance. From the soundness
of Add Masking, p1 is masking fmasking -tolerant
from S 0 for spec. Also, based on the Observation 4.4 and 4.5, Add Nonmasking preserves masking
fmasking -tolerance property of p1 since p1 |Tmasking =

p0 |Tmasking . Therefore, p0 is masking fmasking -tolerant
from S 0 for spec.
3. Nonmasking (fnonmasking ∪ fmasking )-tolerance.
From the soundness of Add Nonmasking, we know
that p0 is nonmasking (fnonmasking ∪fmasking )-tolerant
from Tmasking for spec. Also, based on the Observation 4.4 and 4.5, Add Nonmasking preserves masking
fmasking -tolerance property of p1 since p1 |Tmasking =
p0 |Tmasking . Thus, recovery from Tmasking to S 0 is
guaranteed in the presence of fnonmasking ∪ fmasking .
Therefore, p0 is nonmasking (fnonmasking ∪ fmasking )tolerant from S 0 for spec.
Based on the above discussion, it follows that p0 is multitolerant to fnonmasking and fmasking from S 0 for spec. Therefore, Add Nonmasking Masking is sound.
Theorem 5.2. The algorithm Add Nonmasking Masking is
complete.
Proof. Add Nonmasking Masking declares that a multitolerant program does not exist only when Add Masking
does not find a masking fmasking -tolerant program. Since
the synthesized program must be masking fmasking -tolerant,
from the completeness of Add Masking, completeness of
Add Nonmasking Masking follows.

6

Failsafe-Masking Multitolerance

In this section, we investigate the stepwise synthesis of programs that are multitolerant to two classes of faults ff ailsaf e
and fmasking for which we respectively require failsafe and
masking fault-tolerance. We present a sound and complete
algorithm for synthesizing failsafe-masking multitolerant
programs.
Let p be the input fault-intolerant program with its invariant
S, its specification spec, and p0 be the synthesized multitolerant program with its invariant S 0 . Since the multitolerant
program p0 must maintain safety of spec from every reachable state in the computations of p0 [](ff ailsaf e ∪ fmasking )
and p0 []fmasking , p0 must not reach a state from where safety
is violated by a sequence of ff ailsaf e ∪ fmasking transitions.
Hence, we calculate a set of states, say ms (cf. Figure 2),
from where safety of spec is violated by a sequence of transitions of ff ailsaf e ∪ fmasking . Also, p0 must not execute
transitions that take p0 to a state in ms. Hence, we define
mt to include these transitions as well as the transitions that
violate safety of spec.
Now, since p0 should be masking fmasking -tolerant, we use
the algorithm Add Masking to synthesize a program p1
given the input parameters p − mt, fmasking , S − ms, and
mt. We only consider faults fmasking because p1 need not
be masking fault-tolerant to ff ailsaf e . Since a multitolerant
program must not reach a state of ms, we use the state predicate S−ms as the input invariant to Add Masking. Finally,
we use mt transitions in place of the spec parameter (i.e.,
the fourth parameter of Add Masking). Since Add Masking
treats mt as a set of safety-violating transitions, it does not
include them in the synthesized program p1 . Thus, starting from a state in S 0 , a computation of p1 []fmasking does
not reach a state in ms. As a result, if Tmasking contains a

state s in ms, s can be removed while preserving the masking fmasking -tolerance property of p1 . Hence, we make the
following observation:
Observation 6.1. In the output of the algorithm
Add Masking (cf. Figure 2), removing ms states from
Tmasking preserves masking fmasking -tolerance property of
p1 .

7.1 Non-Deterministic Synthesis Algorithm
In this section, we first identify the difficulties of adding
multitolerance to three distinct classes of faults ff ailsaf e ,
fnonmasking , and fmasking . Then, we present a nondeterministic solution for adding multitolerance to faultintolerant programs.

Now, if faults ff ailsaf e ∪ fmasking perturb p1 to a state s,
where s ∈
/ Tmasking then our synthesis algorithm will have
to ensure that safety is maintained. To achieve this goal,
we add failsafe (ff ailsaf e ∪ fmasking )-tolerance to p1 from
(Tmasking −ms) using the algorithm Add Failsafe.

For a program p that is subject to three classes of faults
ff ailsaf e , fnonmasking , and fmasking , consider the cases
where there exists a state s such that (i) s is reachable in
the computations of p[](ff ailsaf e ∪ fmasking ) from invariant,
(ii) s is reachable in the computations of p[](fnonmasking ∪
fmasking ) from invariant, and (iii) no safe recovery is possible from s to the invariant.

Add Failsafe Masking(p: transitions, ff ailsaf e , fmasking : fault,
S: state predicate, spec: safety specification)
{
ms := {s0 : ∃s1 , s2 , ...sn :
(∀j : 0 ≤ j < n : (sj , s(j+1) ) ∈ (ff ailsaf e ∪ fmasking )) ∧
(s(n−1) , sn ) violates spec };
mt := {(s0 , s1 ) : ((s1 ∈ ms) ∨ (s0 , s1 ) violates spec) };
p1 , S 0 , Tmasking := Add M asking(p − mt, fmasking , S −ms, mt);
if (S 0 = {})
declare no multitolerant program p 0 exists;
return ∅, ∅;
p0 , T 0 := Add F ailsaf e(p1, ff ailsaf e ∪ fmasking , Tmasking −ms, mt);
return p0 , S 0 ;

In such cases, we have the following options: (i) ensure
that s is unreachable in the computations of p[](ff ailsaf e ∪
fmasking ) and add a recovery transition (that violates safety)
from s to the invariant, or (ii) ensure that s is unreachable in
the computations of p[](fnonmasking ∪ fmasking ) and leave s
as a deadlock state. Moreover, the choice made for this state
affects other similar states. Hence, one needs to explore all
possible choices for each such state s, and as a result, bruteforce exploration of these options requires exponential time
in the state space.

Figure 2. Synthesizing failsafe-masking multitolerance.
The algorithm Add Failsafe takes the program p1 , faults
ff ailsaf e ∪ fmasking , the state predicate (Tmasking − ms),
and the set of mt transitions as the set of transitions that
the multitolerant program is not allowed to execute. Since
the input invariant to Add Failsafe (i.e., (Tmasking − ms))
has no ms state, based on the Observation 4.2, the algorithm Add Failsafe does not remove any state of (Tmasking−
ms). Also, Add Failsafe does not remove any transition of
p1 |(Tmasking −ms). Thus, we have (p0 |(Tmasking −ms)) =
(p1 |(Tmasking −ms)) and p0 |S 0 = p1 |S 0 .
Theorem 6.1. The algorithm Add Failsafe Masking is
sound and complete.
Since the proof of Theorem 6.1 is similar to the proofs of
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, we relegate the proof to the Appendix
B.
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Now, given a program p, with its invariant S, its specification spec, and three classes of faults ff ailsaf e , fnonmasking ,
and fmasking , we present the non-deterministic algorithm
Add Multitolerance. In our non-deterministic algorithm,
first, we guess a program p0 , its invariant S 0 , and three faultspans Tf ailsaf e , Tnonmasking , and Tmasking . Then, we verify a set of conditions that ensure the multitolerance property
of p0 . We have shown our algorithm in Figure 3.
Theorem 7.1 The algorithm Add Multitolerance is sound
and complete.
Theorem 7.2 The problem of synthesizing multitolerant programs from their fault-intolerant versions is in NP.
Since the Add Multitolerance algorithm simply verifies the
conditions needed for multitolerance, the proof is straightforward, and hence, omitted.

7.2 Mapping 3-SAT To Multitolerance
In this section, we give an algorithm for polynomial-time

Failsafe-Nonmasking-Masking Multitoler- mapping of any given instance of the 3-SAT problem into
ance
an instance of the decision problem defined in Section 3.

In this section, we show that, in general, the problem of synthesizing multitolerant programs from their fault-intolerant
version is NP-complete. Towards this end, in Section 7.1,
we show that the problem of synthesizing multitolerant programs from their fault-intolerant version is in NP by designing a non-deterministic polynomial algorithm. Afterwards, in
Section 7.2, we present a mapping between a given instance
of the 3-SAT problem and an instance of the (decision) problem of synthesizing multitolerance. Then, in Section 7.3, we
show that the given 3-SAT instance is satisfiable iff the answer to the decision problem is affirmative; i.e., there exists
a multitolerant program synthesized from the instance of the
decision problem of multitolerance synthesis.

The instance of the decision problem of synthesizing multitolerance consists of the fault-intolerant program, p, its
invariant, S, its specification, and three classes of faults
ff ailsaf e , fnonmasking , and fmasking that perturb p. The
problem statement for the 3-SAT problem is as follows:

3-SAT problem.
Given is a set of literals, a1 , a2 , ..., an and a01 , a02 , ..., a0n ,
where ai and a0i are complements of each other, and a
Boolean formula c = c1 ∧ c2 ∧ ... ∧ cM , where each cj
is a disjunction of exactly three literals.
Does there exist an assignment of truth values to
a1 , a2 , ..., an such that c is satisfiable?

Add Multitolerance (p: transitions, ff ailsaf e , fnonmasking , fmasking : fault, S: state predicate,
spec: safety specification)
{
ms := {s0 : ∃s1 , s2 , ...sn : (∀j : 0 ≤ j < n : (sj , s(j+1) ) ∈ (ff ailsaf e ∪ fmasking )) ∧
(s(n−1) , sn ) violates spec };
(1)
mt := {(s0 , s1 ) : ((s1 ∈ ms) ∨ (s0 , s1 ) violates spec) };
(2)
Guess p0 , S 0 , Tf ailsaf e , Tnonmasking , Tmasking ;
Verify the following conditions:
S 0 ⊆ S; S 0 6= {}; S 0 ⊆ Tf ailsaf e ; S 0 ⊆ Tnonmasking ; S 0 ⊆ Tmasking ;
(∀s0 : s0 ∈ S 0 : (∃s1 :: (s0 , s1 ) ∈ p0 ));
p0 |S 0 ⊆ p|S 0 ; S 0 is closed in p0 ;

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Tmasking is closed in p0 []fmasking ;
Tmasking ∩ ms = ∅; (p0 |Tmasking ) ∩ mt = ∅;
(∀s0 : s0 ∈ Tmasking : (∃s1 :: (s0 , s1 ) ∈ p0 )); (p0 |(Tmasking −S 0 )) is acyclic;

(7)
(8)
(9)

Tf ailsaf e is closed in p0 [](ff ailsaf e ∪ fmasking );
Tf ailsaf e ∩ ms = ∅; (p0 |Tf ailsaf e ) ∩ mt = ∅;

(10)
(11)

Tnonmasking is closed in p0 [](fnonmasking ∪ fmasking );
(∀s0 : s0 ∈ Tnonmasking : (∃s1 :: (s0 , s1 ) ∈ p0 )); (p0 |(Tnonmasking −S 0 )) is acyclic;

(12)
(13)

}

Figure 3. A non-deterministic polynomial algorithm for synthesizing multitolerance.
Next, we identify each entity of the instance of the problem
of multitolerance synthesis, based on the given instance of
the 3-SAT formula.
The state space and the invariant of the fault-intolerant
program, p. The invariant, S, of the fault-intolerant program, p, includes only one state, say s. Based on the literals
and disjunctions of the given 3-SAT instance, we include additional states outside the invariant. Specifically, for each literal ai and its complement, we introduce the following states
(cf. Figure 4):
• xi , x0i , yi , vi
And, for each disjunction cj = (ai ∨ a0k ∨ ar ) (1 ≤ i ≤ n,
1 ≤ k ≤ n, and 1 ≤ r ≤ n), we introduce a state zj outside
the invariant (1 ≤ j ≤ M ).

and fmasking identified above violate safety. In addition, for
each literal ai and its complement a0i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), the following transitions do not violate safety (cf. Figure 4):
• (yi , xi ), (xi , s), (yi , x0i ), (x0i , s)
And, for each disjunction cj = ai ∨ a0k ∨ ar , the following
transitions do not violate safety:
• (zj , xi ), (zj , x0k ), (zj , xr )
All transitions except those identified above violate safety of
specification. Also, observe that the transition (vi , s), shown
in Figure 4, violates safety.

7.3 Reduction From 3-SAT

The transitions of ff ailsaf e . The transitions of ff ailsaf e
can perturb the program from xi to vi . Thus, the class of
faults ff ailsaf e is equal to the set of transitions {(xi , vi ) :
1 ≤ i ≤ n}.

In this section, we show that the given instance of 3-SAT is
satisfiable iff multitolerance can be added to the problem instance identified in Section 7.2. Specifically, in Lemma 7.3,
we show that if the given instance of the 3-SAT formula is satisfiable then there exists a multitolerant program that solves
the instance of the multitolerance synthesis problem identified in Section 7.2. Then, in Lemma 7.4, we show that if
there exists a multitolerant program that solves the instance
of the multitolerance synthesis problem, identified in Section
7.2, then the given 3-SAT formula is satisfiable.

The transitions of fnonmasking .
The transitions of
fnonmasking can perturb the program from x0i to vi . Thus,
we have fnonmasking = {(x0i , vi ) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.

Lemma 7.3 If the given 3-SAT formula is satisfiable then
there exists a multitolerant program that solves the instance
of the addition problem identified in Section 7.2.

The transitions of fmasking . The transitions of fmasking
can take the program from s to yi . Also, for each disjunction
cj , we introduce a fault transition that perturbs the program
from state s to state zj (1 ≤ j ≤ M ). Thus, the class of faults
fmasking is equal to the set of transitions {(s, yi ) : 1 ≤ i ≤
n} ∪ {(s, zj ) : 1 ≤ j ≤ M }.

Proof. Since the 3-SAT formula is satisfiable, there exists
an assignment of truth values to the literals ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
such that each cj , 1 ≤ j ≤ M , is true. Now, we identify a
multitolerant program, p0 , that is obtained by adding multitolerance to the fault-intolerant program p identified in Section
7.2.

The safety specification of the fault-intolerant program, p.
None of the fault transitions, namely ff ailsaf e , fnonmasking ,

The invariant of p0 is the same as the invariant of p (i.e., {s}).
We derive the transitions of the multitolerant program p0 as

The transitions of the fault-intolerant program. The only
transition in the fault-intolerant program is a self-loop (s, s).
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Figure 4. The states and the transitions corresponding to the literals in the 3-SAT formula.
follows. (As an illustration, we have shown the partial structure of p0 where ai = true, ak = f alse, and ar = true
(1 ≤ i, k, r ≤ n) in Figure 5.)
• For each literal ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, if ai is true then we will
include the transitions (yi , xi ) and (xi , s). Thus, in the
presence of fmasking alone, p0 provides safe recovery to
s through xi .
• For each literal ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, if ai is false then we
will include (yi , x0i ) and (x0i , s) to provide safe recovery to the invariant. In this case, since state vi can be
reached from x0i by faults fnonmasking , we include transition (vi , s) so that in the presence of fmasking and
fnonmasking program p0 provides nonmasking faulttolerance.
• For each disjunction cj that includes ai , we include the
transition (zj , xi ) iff ai is true. And, for each disjunction cj that includes a0i , we include transition (zj , x0i ) iff
ai is false.
Now, we show that p0 is multitolerant in the presence of faults
ff ailsaf e , fnonmasking , and fmasking .
• p0 in the absence of faults. p0 |S = p|S. Thus, p0
satisfies spec in the absence of faults.
• Masking tolerance to fmasking .
If the faults from
fmasking occur then the program can be perturbed to
(1) yi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, or (2) zj , 1 ≤ j ≤ M .
In the first case, if ai is true then there exists exactly one sequence of transitions, h(yi , xi ), (xi , s)i, in
p0 []fmasking . Thus, any computation of p0 []fmasking
eventually reaches a state in the invariant. Moreover,
starting from yi the computations of p0 []fmasking do
not violate the safety specification. And, if ai is false
then there exists exactly one sequence of transitions,
h(yi , x0i ), (x0i , s)i, in p0 []fmasking . By the same argument, even in this case, any computation of p0 []fmasking
reaches a state in the invariant and does not violate the
safety specification during recovery.
In the second case, since cj evaluates to true, one of the
term in cj (a literal or its complement) evaluates to true.
Thus, there exists at least one transition from zj to some
state xk (respectively, x0k ) where ak (respectively, a0k )
is a literal in cj and ak (respectively, a0k ) evaluates to
true. Moreover, the transition (zj , xk ) is included in p0
iff ak evaluates to true. Thus, (zj , xk ) is included in p0
iff (xk , s) is included in p0 . Since from xk (respectively,

x0k ), there exists no other transition in p0 []fmasking except (xk , s), every computation of p0 reaches the invariant without violating safety. Based, on the above discussion, p0 is masking tolerant to fmasking .
• Failsafe tolerance to fmasking ∪ ff ailsaf e . Clearly,
based on the case considered above, if only faults from
fmasking occur then the program is also failsafe faulttolerant. Hence, we consider only the case where at least
one fault from ff ailsaf e has occurred.
Faults in ff ailsaf e occur only in state xi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. And,
p0 reaches xi iff ai is assigned true in the satisfaction of
the given 3-SAT formula. Moreover, if ai is true then
there is no transition from vi . Thus, after a fault transition of class ff ailsaf e occurs p0 simply stops. Therefore,
p0 does not violate safety.
• Nonmasking tolerance to fmasking ∪ fnonmasking .
This proof is similar to the proof of failsafe faulttolerance shown above. Specifically, we only need to
consider the case where at least one fault transition of
class fnonmasking has occurred.
Faults in fnonmasking occur only in state x0i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
And, p0 reaches x0i iff ai is assigned false in the satisfaction of the given 3-SAT formula. Moreover, if ai is false
then the only transition from vi is (vi , s). Thus, in the
presence of fmasking and fnonmasking , p0 recovers to
its invariant. (Note that the recovery in this case violates
safety.)
Lemma 7.4 If there exists a multitolerant program that
solves the instance of the synthesis problem identified earlier
then the given 3-SAT formula is satisfiable.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a multitolerant program
p0 derived from the fault-intolerant program, p, identified in
Section 3. Since the invariant of p0 , S 0 , is non-empty and
S 0 ⊆ S, S 0 must include state s. Thus, S 0 = S. Also, since
each yi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is directly reachable from s by a fault
from fmasking , p0 must provide safe recovery from yi to s.
Thus, p0 must include either (yi , xi ) or (yi , x0i ). We make the
following truth assignment as follows: If p0 includes (yi , xi )
then we assign ai to be true. And, if p0 includes (yi , x0i ) then
we assign ai to be false. Clearly, each literal in the 3-SAT
formula will get at least one truth assignment. Now, we show
that the truth assignment to each literal is consistent and that
each disjunct in the 3-SAT formula evaluates to true.

( cj = ai \/ a’k\/ a r )
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Figure 5. The partial structure of the multitolerant program
• Each literal gets a unique truth assignment. Suppose
that there exists a literal ai , which is assigned both true
and false, i.e., both (yi , xi ) and (yi , x0i ) are included
in p0 . Now, vi can be reached by the following transitions (s, yi ), (yi , x0i ), and (x0i , vi ). In this case, only
faults from fmasking and fnonmasking have occurred.
Hence, p0 must provide recovery from vi to invariant.
Also, vi can be reached by the following transitions
(s, yi ), (yi , xi ), and (xi , vi ). In this case, only faults
from fmasking and ff ailsaf e have occurred. Hence, p0
must ensure safety. Based on the above discussion, p0
must provide a safe recovery to the invariant from vi .
Based on the definition of the safety specification identified in Section 7.2, this is not possible. Thus, literal ai
must be assigned only one truth value.
• Each disjunction is true. Let cj = ai ∨a0k ∨ar be a disjunction in the given 3-SAT formula. The corresponding
state added in the instance of the multitolerance problem
is zj . Note that state zj can be reached by the occurrence
of a fault from fmasking from s. Hence, p0 must provide
safe recovery from zj . Since the only safe transitions
from zj are those corresponding to states xi , x0k and xr ,
p0 must include at least one of the transitions (zj , xi ),
(zj , x0k ), or (zj , xr ).
Now, we show that the transition included from zj is
consistent with the truth assignment of literals. Specifically, consider the case where p0 contains transition
(zj , xi ) and ai is assigned false, p0 can reach xi in the
presence of faults from fmasking alone. Moreover, if ai
is assigned false then p0 contains the transition (yi , x0i ).
Thus, x0i can also be reached by the occurrence of faults
from fmasking alone. Based on the above proof for
unique assignment of truth values to literals, p0 cannot reach xi and x0i in the presence of fmasking alone.
Hence, if (zj , xi ) is included in p0 then ai must have
been assigned truth value true. Likewise, if (zj , x0k ) is
included in p0 then ak must be assigned truth value false.
Thus, with the truth assignment considered above, each
disjunction must evaluate to true.
Theorem 7.5 The problem of synthesizing multitolerant programs from their fault-intolerant versions is NP-complete.

7.4 Failsafe-Nonmasking Multitolerance
In this section, we extend the NP-completeness proof of synthesizing multitolerance for the case where we add failsafe
fault-tolerance to one class of faults, say ff ailsaf e , and we
add nonmasking fault-tolerance to another class of faults, say
fnonmasking .
Our mapping for this case is similar to that in Section 7.2.
We replace the fmasking fault transition (s, yi ) with a sequence of transitions of ff ailsaf e and fnonmasking as shown
in Figure 6. Likewise, we replace fault transition (s, zj ) with
a structure similar to Figure 6. Thus, yi (respectively, zi )
is reachable by ff ailsaf e faults alone and by fnonmasking
faults alone. As a result, vi is reachable in the computations
of p0 []ff ailsaf e and in the computations of p0 []fnonmasking .
Thus, to add multitolerance, safe recovery must be added
from vi to s (cf. Figure 4). Now, we note that with this
mapping, the proofs of Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4 and Theorem
7.5 can be easily extended to show that synthesizing failsafenonmasking multitolerance is NP-complete. Thus, we have
Corollary 7.6. The problem of synthesizing failsafenonmasking multitolerant programs from their faultintolerant version is NP-complete.
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Figure 6. A proof sketch for NP-completeness of synthesizing failsafe-nonmasking multitolerance.

8 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we investigated the problem of synthesizing multitolerant programs from their fault-intolerant versions. The input to the synthesis algorithm included the faultintolerant program, different classes of faults to which faulttolerance had to be added, and the level of tolerance provided for each class of faults. Our algorithms ensured that
the synthesized program provided the specified level of faulttolerance if a fault from any single class had occurred. Moreover, it ensured that if faults from multiple classes occurred
then the program would provide the minimal level of faulttolerance provided to each of those classes.
We considered three levels of fault-tolerance, failsafe, nonmasking and masking. We presented a sound and complete
algorithm for the case where failsafe (respectively, nonmasking) fault-tolerance would be added to one class of faults and
masking fault-tolerance would be provided to another class
of faults. Thus, in these cases, if a multitolerant program
could be synthesized for the given input program, our algorithms always would produce one such fault-tolerant algorithm. The complexity of these algorithms is polynomial in
the state space of the fault-intolerant program.
For the case where one needs to add failsafe fault-tolerance
to one class of faults and nonmasking fault-tolerance to another class of faults, we found a surprising result. Specifically, we showed that this problem is NP-complete. As
mentioned earlier, this result was counterintuitive as adding
failsafe and nonmasking fault-tolerance to the same class of
faults can be done in polynomial time. However, adding failsafe fault-tolerance to one class of faults and nonmasking
fault-tolerance to another class of faults is NP-complete.
Our synthesis approach is different from specification-based
approaches [9–12] where one synthesizes a fault-tolerant program from its temporal logic specification. Hence, our approach is desirable when one needs extend an existing system by adding fault-tolerance. Also, the synthesis algorithms
of [5, 13, 14] add fault-tolerance to only one class of faults
whereas we address the synthesis of programs that simultaneously tolerate multiple classes of faults. To our knowledge,
ours is the first algorithm for automated design of multitolerant programs.
Although the results focused in this paper deal with the high
atomicity model, we note that the algorithms in high atomicity model are important in synthesizing distributed faulttolerant programs as well. Specifically, our algorithms identify a limit upto which even highly powerful processes can
add the necessary multitolerance. Thus, the output of these
algorithms can be used in identifying the limits that distributed processes — along with their limitation on reading
and writing variables of the program — can achieve in terms
of adding the necessary multitolerance. As an illustration,
we note that in [14], we have identified how algorithms in
high atomicity can be systematically used in adding faulttolerance to a single class of faults.
As an extension to our work we plan to explore the polynomial boundary of synthesizing multitolerant programs by

identifying necessary and sufficient conditions for polynomial synthesis of multitolerant programs. Some of the sufficient conditions identified in this paper include the cases
where (i) only failsafe and masking fault-tolerance is added,
and (ii) only nonmasking and masking fault-tolerance is
added. Also, we intend to identify heuristics by which we can
synthesize multitolerant programs in polynomial time. Another extension to our work is to use these heuristics and algorithms in synthesizing multitolerant distributed programs.
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